SERVICE INFORMATION - 4/2017
Mounting of Griff and satellites on trolley
We have tried to streamline the way we supply satellites which should be mounted on a trolley, either by
Nilfisk FOOD or by the customers themselves.
As a result, we have made an overview of the setups, both for the Griff and the various satellites:

Griff on trolley (mount by Nilfisk FOOD):
Griff (110003906/EBS 10033096)
Trolley for Griff (110002944/EBS 10026687)
Can holder 2x10L or 2x20L (110003614/EBS 10033366)
or (110004251/EBS 10035650)
Mounting of Griff on trolley (110003952/EBS 10033367)

110003895 > the mounting of a satellite (Hybrid, Hybrid Compact, etc), by Nilfisk FOOD, on the Universal
trolley.
This includes fastening materials (bolts and screws)
and man hour.

110003832 > fastening material to mount, locally
executed, a satellite (Hybrid, Hybrid Compact, etc)
Griff and trolley (to mount yourselves):
on the Universal trolley.
Griff (110003906/EBS 110003906)
This includes only fastening materials (bolts and
Trolley for Griff (110002944/EBS 110002944)
Can holder 2x10L or 2x20L (110003614/EBS 110003614) screws) no man hour.
Satellites are delivered without any accessories.
or 110004251/EBS 110004251)
Screws for mounting are included

Satellite on universal trolley (mount by Nilfisk FOOD)
Satellite (Hybrid, Hybrid Compact, etc.)
Universal trolley (110002995/EBS 110002995)
Mounting of satellite on trolley (110003895)
Satellite on universal trolley (to mount yourselves):
Satellite (Hybrid, Hybrid Compact, etc)
Universal trolley (110002995/EBS 110002995)
Mounting kit for satellite on trolley (110003832/EBS
10036165)

110003952/EBS 1100033367 > the mounting of
the Griff and can holder (2x10L or 2x20L), by Nilfisk
FOOD, on the Griff trolley.
This includes only man hour while fastening materials (bolts and screws) are included in the can holders
and trolley.
The Griff will be delivered with standard accessory
set.

Should you need any further information do not hesitate to contact our company.
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